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Abstract-Recently Chung. Graham, Morrison and Odlyzko [l] studied some combinatorial and 
asymptotic enumeration aspects of chessboard pebbling. In this problem, we start with a single 
pebble, placed at the origin (0,O) of an infinite chessboard. At each step we remove a pebble from 
(i,j) and repIace it with two pebbles at positions (a + 1,j) and (i.j + I). provided the latter are 
unoccupied. After m steps there will be m+ 1 pebbles on the board, in various configurations. Some 
subsets of the lattice first quadrant are unavoid~ie, as they must always contain at least one pebble. 
We study asymptotically the number f(Rf of minimal unavoidable sets that consist of k lattice points, 
as Ic -+ co. We also analyze a related double sequence f&r), using various asymptotic approaches, 
including the ray method of geometrical optics. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Chessboard pebbling, Asymptotics, Ray method, Saddle point method. 
The following problem has received some recent attention in the telecommunications industry. 
Suppose we have an infinite chessboard, which consists of the lattice points f(i, j> : i,j 2 0) in the 
first quadrant. We refer to an individual lattice point as a “L~ell”. We start with a single pebble at 
(0,Q). The first ‘step” consists of ~rnovill~ the pebble and placing two pebbles on the board, at 
positions (0,l) and {l,O). At each subsequent step we remove a pebble from cell (i,j) and place 
two pebbles at cells (% + l.j) and (i, j -k l), provided that each of these cells is unoccupied. We 
consider all possible choices of (i, j). After m steps there will be a total of m + 1 pebbles on the 
board. We let R(m) be the set of reachable configurations with m pebbles, and r(m) = IR(mfi 
{i.e., the number of elements in R(m)). A little ~perimentation shows that R(1) = n(2) = 1, 
R(3) = 2, R(4) = 4, and n(5) = 9- For any reachable configuration, its reflection in the line 
i = j is also reachable. Following [I], we define the level sets L(k) = ((i,j) : i + j = k}, with 
Bfr) : {(i,j) : i t-j L T + 1). A set S is unavoidable if it contains at least one pebble, i.e., 
if it intersects every reachable configuration. A minimat unavoidable set is unavoidable, but no 
proper subset is. We let M(k) be the family of rn~n~~ una~idable sets with k cells. It is shown 
in [l] that L(1) U L(2) U L(3) and L(1) U L(2) are both unavoidable, but neither are minimal. 
Various aspects of this probIem are studied in [l-4]. The function f(k, r) is defined as the 
number of minimal unavoidable sets with k cells in B(r) where we start with a multiple pebble 
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distribution 1, 2 , . . . ,  2, 1 in cells (0, r + 1), (1, r ) , . . . ,  (r, 1), (r + 1, 0) and no pebbles in L(m) for 
m > r + 1. Now we place pebbles in cells ( i , j  + 1) and (i + 1,j) even if they are already 
occupied. We refer the reader to [1] for a more detailed discussion of the relationship between 
the problems with and without accumulation of pebbles. The focus here is on the asymptotic 
behavior of f (k , r )  and of f (k)  = IM(k)l. In [1], it is shown that f (k)  can be computed by 
solving a two-dimensional difference quation for f (k,  r) in the first quadrant, and then setting 
r = 0 : f (k  - 1, O) = f(k).  Note that f (k,  0) is the number of minimal unavoidable sets in B(0) = 
{(i, j) : i + j  > 1} -- L(1) tJ L(2) UL(3) t J . . .  with k cells, and the cell (0,0) must be unoccupied. 
Thus, this is the same as the number of minimal unavoidable sets in L(0)U L(1)U L(2)U. . .  (i.e., 
the whole quarter plane) with k + 1 cells, and this we defined as IM(k + 1)[. We also note that 
f(1) = f(2) = f(3) = f(4) = 0 (cf. [11). 
Here we study f (k,  r) and f(k). In Section 2, we give integral representations for these quan- 
tities. Then we derive asymptotic results for f (k,  r) as k and/or r --* co, and for f (k)  as k --* co. 
In [1], it is shown that as k --~ co, f (k)  ,,~ c7 k+l where ~, = 4.14...  and c = .0167 . . . .  We 
shall derive the asymptotics by two independent approaches. In Section 3, we use methods for 
evaluating integrals, while in Section 4 we analyze the basic recurrence relations for f (k,  r) using 
singular perturbation techniques. The latter technique should also work on other problems, such 
as the enumeration of the set R(m) of reachable configurations. 
2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
It is shown in [1] that f (k,  r) satisfies the following recurrence: 
f(k + 1,0) = 2f(k,O) + f (k -  1,1), 
f(k + 1, 1) = f(k + 1,0) + 3f(k, 1) + f (k -  1, 2) + 45(k, 1), 
f(k + 1,r) = f(k + 1 , r -  1) + 2 f (k , r )+ f (k -  1,r + 1) 




Here 5(i,j) is the Kronecker delta symbol and f (k,  r) = 0 for k < 0. The problem (2.1)-(2.3) 
was analyzed in [1] using generating functions, and an explicit expression was given for 
oo oo 
S(z, w) = E E f (t ,  j )z t (zw) J I{ j  + ~ >_ 3}, 
j=0  g=O 
(2.4) 
where I(.) is the indicator function. 
Below, we give integral representations for f (k,  r). These follow from inverting the double 
transform in (2.4), using equations (8) and (11) in [1]. We omit the details in favor of the final 
results. 
THEOREM 1. The discrete function f(k,  r) can be computed from 
2 r+l f Z 2 -- 3Z + 1 
= - -  ~b z -k [1 - 2z + ~ ] - r  (2z 1)Y_(z) + zY+(z) dz, (2.5) f (k,  r) + 2~(k, 1)5(r, 1) 27ri 
for r >_ 1, where 
1 [1- 2z±, / i -~]  Y+(z) = -~z 
and the integral is over a sufficiently small loop about z = O. An alternate representation is, for 
r>_l,  
4k+r-12zr~ ]f  ~(~ + 1)(~4 + 10~2 + 5) 
f (k , r ) - -  J . r ( (+ l )k+2r (1 - -~)k (3~3+~2+5¢- - l )d~'  (2.6) 
where k + r > 2, and Br is a vertical Bromwich contour in the ~-plane, on which @ < Re(() < 1, 
where @ is the unique real root of the cubic 3~ ~ + ~2 + 5~ - 1. 
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For r = O, we have f (k )  = f (k  - 1, 0) where 
1 / _+ 4r_(z)] .  
f (k ,  0) = ~ (2z - 1)Y_ (z) + zY+(z)  dz, 
_ 4 k-1  f ¢(¢ -- 1)5(¢ + 3) 
2~ri JBr (1 - ¢2~-=-1T3~-+--~ + 5¢ - 1) 
k>_0, 
de, k _> 3, 
(2.7) 
and the contours are the same as above. 
The z-integrals follow immediately from (2.4) and results in [1], and the ~-integrals follow from 
the conformal map 
1 - 4z  = ¢2 
and appropriate contour deformations. The ¢-integrands are meromorphic functions. Since the 
integrand in (2.6) is O([¢[ 3-5(k+r)) as ¢ --* c~, for k+r  _> 3 we can close the Br contour in either 
the left or right half-plane. The integrand has a pole of order k at ¢ = 1, a pole of order k + 2r - 1 
at ¢ = -1 ,  and simple poles at the three roots of 3¢ 3 + ¢5 + 5¢ - 1 = 0. These we denote by ¢0, 
¢+, and ¢_ ; their numerical values are 
¢0 = .1888289520..., ¢±= -.2610811427... ± (1.302728928...)i. (2.8) 
In closing Br in the right half-plane, we must evaluate the residue at ¢ = 1, while in closing in 
the left half-plane, we pick up contributions from ~ -- -1 ,  ¢0, ¢+, and ¢_. For moderate values 
of k, closing in the right half-plane is preferable, and this yields (for the first few k) 
f(1, r) = 2, (r _> 2), 
f(2, r) = 4r, (r _> 0), 
f (3 , r )  = 4r 5 + 6r +4,  (r _> 1), 
8 3 64 
f(4, r )=~r  +12r  2+--~-r+18,  ( r_>l) ,  
4 4 131 2 
f(5, r) = ~r + 12r 3 + --~-r + 83r + 76, (r _> 1). 
Thus, f (k ,  r) is a polynomial in r of degree k - 1. It also follows that for r --* co and k fixed, 
f (k ,  r) ~ ckr k - l ,  where ck is given in Theorem 2. 
While closing the integration contour(s) leads in principle to exact expressions for f (k ,  r), these 
are not more revealing than (2.5)-(2.7). Therefore, we focus on asymptotic properties of f (k ,  r), 
and these we summarize below. 
THEOREM 2. For k and~or r -* o% f ( k, r) has the following asymptot ic  expansions. 
(a) r with k = 0(1) :  
2 k 
f (k , r )  ~ - - r  k-1. 
(k - 1)! 
(b) k , r  -~ oo with a = k / r  fixed and a E (O,A), where A = 4.295798071... is the unique real 
root o fA  3 - 2A 2 -  8A-  8 = 0: 
f (k , r )  
1 v~(a + 2) 3/2 1 + 5a/2 + 5a5/2 + 5a3/4 + 5a4/16 
4v~ x/~(a + 1)9/2 1 + a + a2/4 - a3/8 
[4(1+o) 1k [ _(t+_o)51" x 
ka(a+2)  J L( 1+a/2)5]  =: Is .  
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(c) k,r - -*c¢ with k= Ar +O(v~) :  
[4(A+1)_22]k[ ( I+A)  2 ]~ 
fp = Co [ A(A + 2) J [(1- ~-- ~4"~ 2j ' 
Co = A(A + 2)(5A 4 + 20A 3 + 40A 2 + 40A + 16) 
8(A + 1)4(3A 3 + 5A 2 + 4A - 4) 
A = x /~(d  - a) = v/2 dr  - k 
x /A(A + i)(A + 2) v /A(A÷i ) (A  ~-)) v/F 
= .05276570950..., 
= o(1) .  
(d) k,r  --* oo with a = k/r  e (A, ec): 
f (k ,  r) ,~ fp + fs. 
(e) k --* c¢ with r fixed and r > 1: 
f (k ,  r) ~ .fe + fB, 
4 ~+r 5 
fB - s 
(f) k --, c~, r = 0: 
f (k ,  O) = C1 [ A(A + 2) J 
C1 =- 
k 
5 (1 + o(k - ' ) )  
+ k3/2 8v/~ 
A~(A + 2)(3A + 4) = .01676219881 . . . .  
4(A + 1)5(4 + 5A --A 2) 
In Parts (d)-(f), we give the leading two terms in the expansions, with the dominant erm 
listed first. The leading term for Case (f) was previously obtained in [1]. We note that 7 = 
4(A + 1)2/[A(A + 2)] = 4.147899035... is the same as in [1]. These results show that the 
asymptotic form of f (k,  r) is different in the two ranges k/r < A and k / r  > A, with a "phase 
transition" occurring along the critical ray k = Ar in the (k, r) plane. For k/ r  > A, Parts (d) 
and (e) show that the leading term has the product form C0@5 r, where 5 = ( I+A)2 / ( I+A/2)  2 = 
2.830226839 . . . .  As A --, - c¢  (i.e., for k - Ar >> v/7), Part (c) reduces to the leading term in 
Parts (d) and (e). The correction term in (e) is positive for r - 1, 2 and negative for r > 4. We 
can also show, using the cubic equation satisfied by A, that Co/C~ = 1 + A/2  = 3.147899 . . . .  
We establish Theorem 2 in Sections 3 and 4, using two independent approaches. 
3. SADDLE POINT  METHOD 
We evaluate the integrals asymptotically for the ranges indicated in Theorem 2. Since this 
involves a routine application of asymptotic methods for integrals (see, e.g., [5]), we simply 
sketch the main ideas. 
We consider (2.5) and first let r ~ c~ with k fixed. The major contribution will come from 
the range z = O(r-1).  Setting z = u/r  and noting that [1 - 2z + lv/]-Z-~] -~ ,-~ 2-re 2u, we easily 
obtain 
2 ~ du 2 ~ 
f(k,  r) ,,~ ~ ~ rku-ke 2~-  = r (k 1. 
Next we assume that both k and r are large. The integrand in (2.5) has a pole at z = 1/7 -= 
A(A + 2)/[4(A + 1) 2] < 1/4 and a branch point at z = 1/4. We write the most rapidly varying 
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factor in the integrand as exp[rF(z; a)], where F(z; a) = -a  log z -  log[1 -2z  + l~/l-:'~- 4z]. Hence, 
the saddle point equation is F~(z; a) = O, whose solution is 
a(a + 2) 
z = z.(a) = 4(a + 1) 2. 
For a < A, the saddle is to the left of the pole z -- 1/3', and then the standard Laplace estimate 
leads to f s  in Theorem 2(b). For A < a = k/r  < c~, the saddle lies between the pole and branch 
point. Now we must take into account he residue from the pole in deforming the integration 
contour, and this leads to Part (d). For k/r  = A (more generally, k/r  - A = 0(r-1/2)) ,  the 
saddle and pole are close to each other. This is a standard problem discussed in [5]. In this 
range, the asymptotic expansion involves the parabolic cylinder functions Dm ('), m > -1 ,  and 
the leading term is proportional to D- l ( - ) ,  which is just the standard error function, as given 
in (c). In the limit k --* c~ with r fixed, we have a --* c~ and now the saddle approaches the 
branch point z = 1/4. The term fB in (e) is the leading term in the branch point contribution. 
We can also use the representation (2.6) to derive the asymptotics. This integrand is a mero- 
morphic function of ~, with a simple pole at ~ = @, a simple zero at ~ = 0 and a saddle at 
= ~s = ~s(a) (which can be computed from (2.6)). 
For k,r  --* oc with a > A, we have 0 < ~s < ~0; i fa  < A, we have ~0 < ~s; ~s --* 1 as a --* 0; 
and ~s --* 0 as a -~ co. In the last case, the saddle approaches a zero of the integrand. Then 
standard methods again lead to Theorem 2. 
4. RAY  METHOD 
An alternate approach to obtain Theorem 2 is to use the recurrences (2.1)-(2.3) and singular 
perturbation techniques, such as the ray method, matched asymptotics, and boundary layer 
theory. We will show that most (but not all) of Theorem 2 can easily be obtained from the basic 
difference quation (2.3) and the boundary conditions (2.1) and (2.2). The analysis is similar in 
spirit to [6,7], where other PDEs and/or difference quations were treated using these methods. 
For k and/or r large, the 5(i, j)  terms in (2.2) and (2.3) can be dropped (though they do 
ultimately affect the solution). The analysis is facilitated by using (2.1) to express f (k ,  0) in 
terms of f (k ,  1). This yields 
k-2  
f (k,  O) = 2 k-2 E 2-ef(e, 1), (4.1) 
e=2 
and then we eliminate f (k  + 1, O) in (2.2) and replace this equation by 
k-1 
f (k  + 1,1) = 2 k-1 E2-~f (g ,1 )  + 3f(k,1)  + f (k -  1,2). (4.2) 
Furthermore, by comparing (4.2) to (2.3) (omitting the (f-term) we can replace (4.2) by the 
"artificial boundary condition" 
k-1 
f i (k+ 1 ,0 )=f (k ,  1) +E2k- l -~f (g ,  1). 
~=2 
(4.3) 
Here ](k, 0) is understood to be the expression for f (k ,  r) evaluated at r = 0, which is not the 
same as f (k ,  0). Also, with (4.3) we can now use (2.3) for all r > 1. We thus analyze (2.3) with 
the single boundary equation (4.3), and then compute f (k ,  0) from (4.1). 
We assume an expansion of the form 
f (k ,  r) ..~ K(k,  r)e ¢(k'r), (4.4) 
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as k, r --+ oo, where k~ >> log K.  A more systematic approach would be to introduce a small 
parameter e and define (x, y) = ¢(k, r), so that x, y fixed and e --* 0 + corresponds to large k, r. 
Then the relative size of @ and K could be measured by e. We require that  k~ and K satisfy the 
PDEs 
e % = e ~k-~'  + e ~ ' -~ + 2, (4.5) 
where @k = -~k-, etc., and 
e% [Kk + l @kkK] = (e%-~'" -eV"-% ) ( Kk - IG ) 
1 qd (e %-'t'' + ~( ~k - 2%~ + %~) + e ~ ' -~)  K. 
(4.o) 
These follow from (2.3). Here we used e~'(k+l'~) K(k + 1, r) = e¢(k,r)e¢~(kx)(1 + (1/2)qdkk(k, r) + 
• .. ) (K(k,  r) + Kk(k, r) +...  ) and similar expansions for the other terms in (2.3)i This approxi- 
mation neglects derivatives of @ of order > 3 and those of K of order > 2; these do not contribute 
to the leading term. 
The nonlinear PDE (4.5) is of first order and can be solved by the method of characteristics 
(see [8]). The characteristic curves, also called "rays" due to their use in optics, are straight lines 
in view of the "constant-coefficient" nature of the recurrence (2.3). The solution (4.4) may or 
k-3  may not satisfy the BC (4.3). We write the sum in (4.3) as Y~t=o 2ef( k - ~ - 1, 1). Using (4.4) 
in (4.3) yields to leading order 
[ 1 I e %(k'°) = e q'~(k'°) 1 + e%(k,o) -- 2 ' 
and at the next order we obtain 
e~k(k,°) - 2 (e~k(k,o) _ 2) 2 
{ ~r~(k,O) k~k~(k,O)e%(k'°) q2kk(k,O)e~(k'°) (e*~(k'°) + 2) } 
+e%(k'°)K(k, O) 2(e%(k ,o )_2) - -  (e%(k ,o)_2)  2 + 2~) - -2~g • 
Here we have omitted some lengthy but routine calculations. 
We shall consider two ray families. The first we denote by 7-41 and consists of rays that  emanate 
from the origin (k, r) = (0, 0) at various slopes. The second family 7"42 will consist of rays from 
the boundary r = 0. The corresponding solution (4.4) will satisfy the BC in (4.7) and (4.8). 
These rays all have the same slope and fill only a sector of the first quadrant of the (k, r) plane. 
To construct he solution to (4.5) corresponding to ~1, we note that  k~k is constant along a 
ray, so we set ~k = B. Then we solve (4.5) for @r and integrate with respect o r, treating B as 
constant. This yields 
~(k,r)=kB+2rlog(-e~ V/e2B _ 4eB ) , (4.9) 
where we have chosen ~(0, 0) = 0. The expression (4.9) is a solution to (4.5) provided that  
0~ _ 0. This condition leads to B = log[4(r + k)2/(k(k + 2r))] and then D-~-  
[4( +k71 
,I,(k,,,.) = klog L F ~ ¥  2r).l + 2flog L k + 2 r  _1' (4.1o) 
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Note that (4.10) can also be obtained by solving (4.5) by the method of characteristics (by using 
rays that fan out from the origin at various slopes). Using (4.10) in (4.6), the latter simplifies to 
whose most general solution is 
(OK OK _1  K 
k - -~ + r or = 2 ' 
Here ~'(-) is at this stage undetermined. 
Next we construct he solution corresponding to 7~2, and we denote this by L(k, r)e ¢~(k,r). We 
find that (~ = kBo + rB1, where 
BI = Bo + Iog [eB° -- 2-- v/eB°(eB° --4)] 
~ ' 
and then (4.9) implies (with g2 replaced by ~) that e B° - 7 satisfies the cubic 73 - 73` 2 + 143` - 9. 
Then e B1 = 5, as defined in Section 3. With this, (4.6) becomes 
g+ N =0, 
whose solution is L(k, r) = K(V / -~ - 4)k - (3' - X /~ - 4))r), where/~(.) is undetermined. It 
follows that the family ~2 fills only the sector 
k>~/  3  ` I=A.  
r -  7 -4  
The function/~" is constant along a ray in T~2, but (4.8) shows that in fact/~" is constant in the 
entire wedge k/r  > A. 
To summarize, the ray method has yielded the solution 
r-1/2~(a)e~(k'r), 0 < - < .4, 
f (k , r )  ~ r (4.11) 
k3`kSr + r-1/2~'(a)e~(kx), k ->A.  
r 
For k/r  > .4, 3`ksr >> e q' (i.e., • >> ~). It remains to treat cases where a ~ 0, a ~ ~,  and 
a ---* .4. We shall show that their consideration will yield additional information about / (  and 
~:(-). 
By using (4.11) with r = 1 to asymptotically evaluate (4.1), we are led to 
f (k ,O)~ 5[( k-1 k oo. 
3`-23` ' -~ 
We consider (2.3) for k/r ~ A. Changing variables (k, r) --* (X, r) with X -- k - Ar and 
f (k,  r) = 3`kS~g(k, r), and noting that 3  `= 3`/5 + 2 ÷ 5/% we write (2.3) in the differential form 
Z50k-O~+~(  k--Or)2+ ... g÷-~ Or- -Ok÷ . . . .  
(4.12) 
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Now, 
4(A + 1) 0r, A(A + 2) 
with which (4.12) becomes, to leading order, the parabolic PDE 
2 02g 4(A + 1) Og (4.13) 
(A + 1) ~ - A(A + 2) Or 
This must satisfy g -~ / (  as X -~ co. We then find that  g = G(~) where ~ = X/x/~ is the 
similarity variable for (4.13), and 
a(¢)  - e -v /2 dv, 
v/2(k - At) 
AI_-- 
x/A(A + 1)(A + 2)v/7 
(4.14) 
By expanding (4.14) as  A1  -~ --CO and asymptotical ly matching the result to the expansion for 
0 < k/r  < A in (4.11), we obtain 
[( v /A(A + 1)(A + 2) as a ~ A. (4.15) 
9V(a)~ 2vf~ a -A  ' 
This shows that  ~-(.) blows up in this limit, and also relates K to ~( . ) ,  thereby providing a 
connection between the ray families T~I and 7~2. 
Next we consider the limit r --* oc with k = O(1). We set f (k , r )  = rk- lh(k , r )  and obtain 
from (2.3) 
h(k+l , r )= (1 -1 )  h(k+l , r -1 )+2h(k , r )+r -2  1+ h(k - l , r+ l ) .  (4.16) 
Expanding h as ho(k) + r - lh l (k )  + r-2h2(k) +-- ' ,  we obtain, from (4.16), 2h0(k) = kho(k + 1), 
and thus, 
2 k 
ho(k) - (k - 1) -v .  K* '  (4.17) 
where K .  is a constant. By matching (4.17) for k ~ co to (4.11) (expanded for a = k/r  ~ 0), 
we find ~that 
$-(a) ~ K .  = . a -~ 0. (4.18) 
Finally, we consider k --* co with r = O(1). We set f (k , r )  = K@5 r + f (k , r ) ,  r > 1, 
with f (k ,0 )  = 5[£7k-1/(7 -- 2) + f (k ,0) .  Then f satisfies the same problem as f ,  since the 
addit ional terms represent an exact solution to (2.1)-(2.3) (again omitt ing the 5-terms). Setting 
f (k , r )  = 4k+rF(k,r) ~ 4k+rFl(k,r), with f(k,O) = 4kF(k ,0)  ~ 4kFo(k), we find from (2.3) 
that  
Fl(k ,r  - 1) + 2Fl(k,  r) + F l (k , r  + 1) = 0, 
so that  F l (k)  = dl(k) + d2(k)r. But then (2.2) shows that  Fo(k) = -d2(k)  and (2.1) yields 
2Fo(k) = dl(k) + d2(k), and hence, d~(k) = 3F0(k). By asymptot ical ly matching the r = O(1) 
result to r-1/2~(a)e ~, we conclude that,  for some constant K1, 
F0(k) = K lk  -3/2 and 5~(a) ~ -K la  -3/2, a --+ oo. (4.19) 
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Thus, for r = O(1) we have found that  
4k+rK lk -3 /2 (3  r) ,  r >_ 1, 
f(k, r) -/~7k5 r ~ ~ (4.20) 
4kK lk  -3/2, r : O. ( 
To summarize,  we have obta ined Theorem 2 using only the recurrence, up to the function ~(a)  
and the constant/7/ .  For the former, we have obtained the local behaviors as a --~ 0, a --* co, and 
a ---, A. By compar ing the results in this section to Theorem 2, we see that  they agree precisely, 
provided that / (  -- Co and 
~-(a) = ~ (a + 2) 3/2 1 + 5a/2 + 5a2/2 + 5a3/4 + 5a4/16 
4v~ (a + 1) 9/2 1 + a + a2/4 - a3/8 
We then have K .  = 1 and K1 -- 5/(8x/~).  
We conclude by not ing that  the asymptot ic  growth rate V of the number of unavoidable sets 
with k cells, could be determined using only the recurrence. The constant C1 in Theorem 2(f), 
however, requires either the exact solution or numerical  methods.  
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